
1. In one appearance, this person stars as a time-traveling character who confronts Edward as he is putting a
bomb in a closet to avenge Angela’s mistreatment. This person had a cameo as a “crazy stupid fine” writer in
Luis‘s story at the end of Ant-Man. This person presented Audible ads as unhinged characters like “Satan”,
which involved them growing purikura devil horns. This person started their musical career in 2019 with
songs like “Not My Proudest Moment” and “Intervention”. This person produced the series Riley Rewind
with her then-boyfriend (*) Ray William Johnson of Equals Three fame. This person is best known for lifestyle
videos like “How to Put on Your Face” and the book So Much I Want to Tell You, which is a series of letters to her
deceased sister. For ten points, name this Japanese-Filipino Youtuber and actress with an alliterative name.
ANSWER: Anna Akana <Kevin>

2. This player was the first to win multiple Dawn Staley awards, which she did in back-to-back-to-back years.
Under the guidance of Lisa Bluder, this player scored 41 points over Nebraska in the semifinals of the 2022
Big Ten Tournament. This player dropped John Cena’s “you can’t see me” gesture on opponent Hailey Van
Lith, which was controversially copied by Angel Reese during the championship game against (*) LSU. This
player became the first player in history with back-to-back 40 point games after scoring a triple double against
undefeated South Carolina. For ten points, name this basketball star who led Iowa to the finals of the 2023 NCAA
Women’s Tournament.
ANSWER: Caitlin Clark <Kevin>

3. In this character’s first official voiced appearance, she tells a goron to crouch down because they are “as
big as death mountain”. Voiced by Kate Higgins, she battles in tandem with the wielder of robotic sheikah
[“SHEE-ka”] arms in Hyrule Warriors : Age of Calamity, in which her younger sister is the first unlocked
playable character. In this character’s most recent appearance, she has rebuilt the sheikah towers throughout
Hyrule and is now the head of (*) lookout landing. She refers to the protagonist as “Linky”, and creates a
namesake “pad” which is a modified sheikah slate. In her first appearance, a reverse-aging experiment gone awry
has reverted her to the physical form of a 6-year old, which she eventually manages to halt and reverse again. For 10
points, name this 130-year-old sheikah genius who once worked at the Hateno Ancient tech lab and is objectively
the hottest character in Tears of the Kingdom.
ANSWER: Purah (Specifically, her form in Tears of the Kingdom) <Ali>

4. In the events that unfold, this person moves to Titusville, Florida to work for a Sprinkler company. In a
flashback, a younger version of this character is caught shoplifting a pair of earrings and a necklace, which at
first shocks their mother, but the mother later reveals she stole the same objects. After calling various
numbers this person managed to connect with Paige Novick and get a client in (*) Mesa Verde Bank and Trust,
which unfortunately does not get this character out of Doc Review. This person defends the titular character at his
bar hearing, an issue brought about by Chuck McGill. For 10 points, name this Better Call Saul lawyer who marries
and has an ongoing relationship with Saul Goodman.
ANSWER: KimWexler [accept either underlined portion] <Gavin>

5. This woman is by far the most famous person who shares a birthday with the writer of this question. This
woman, whose birthday is the 22nd of August, became a global ambassador for evian in 2020. That same
year, this musician set a Guinness world record for most tickets sold for a livestreamed concert by a solo
female artist. In response to a scandal involving a collaborator on her biggest ever hit, she wrote that she (*)
“really did not recognize this as the person [she] worked with”. She has featured on “Prisoner” by Miley Cyrus, and
won a grammy for her second studio album, Future Nostalgia. For 10 points, name this renegading Albanian English
singer whose major hits all sucked before she single-handedly revived disco with “Levitating”.
ANSWER: Dua Lipa <Ali>



6. Note to players: This is not a well-written tossup. This person hosted Season 47 Episode 10 of Saturday Night
Live (and yes, fuck you all, we’re doing this kind of clue again), during which she played characters such as
Alicia Miller, a fan who was drafted to play for the Sacramento Kings, and as an eccentric replacement for
Maria von Trapp in a parody of The Sound of Music. This person got her breakout playing Disco Donna in
the 2017 premier of Summer: The Donna Summer Musical. This person delivered the opening performance
at the 76th Academy Awards, celebrating the large number of female actresses and crew who were nominated
with a rap. In one film in which this person starred in, a character played by iris menas initially catcalls and
makes racist remarks towards this actress’ character before later attempting to stop her from being (*) gang
raped. Shortly after that, the character played by this actress accuses a character portrayed by Rita Moreno as a
traitor for housing the Jets. For 10 points, 2021’s West Side Story saw Anita played by what queer actress of Puerto
Rican and African-American descent?
ANSWER: Ariana DeBose <Hugo>

7. Specific depiction required. While complaining about a new team member on a video call with her
boyfriend, her boyfriend pretends to avert his gaze while she leans towards the laptop in a way that
exclusively frames her breasts. This person’s boyfriend offered the key to his apartment while infiltrating a
well-defended compound, and is later taken aback by the absurd amount of weapons she moved in with.
Upon winning a demonstration fight and mentioning how he “lasted far longer this time,” a giggle from (*)
Terra prompts her to clarify that she meant in training and that he is “very proficient” when they have sex. While
taken over by Trigon, Wonder Woman used the Lasso of Truth to strangle this person. The deposition of this
character by her sister Komand’r led to her arrival on Earth, upon which she encountered Speedy, Kid Flash, Beast
Boy, Bumblebee, and Dick Grayson, the latter of which she learned English from by kissing him. This person
oversaw the recruitment of Damian Wayne, who infiltrated her computer to try and gather information on Raven.
For 10 points, name this Tamaranian princess, girlfriend of Nightwing, and leader of the Teen Titans.
ANSWER: Starfire in the DC Animated Movie Universe [accept Princess Koriand’r in place of Starfire; accept
Kori Anders in place of Starfire; accept individual films from the DCAMU, namely Batman vs Robin, Batman: Bad
Blood, Justice League vs. Teen Titans, Teen Titans: The Judas Contract and Justice League Dark: Apokolips War;
accept DC Universe Animated Original Movies in place of DCAMU, do not accept “DCAU” or “DC Animated
Universe” in place of the DCAMU, as they are not the same thing, prompt on indications of Starfire being animated
or in an animation] <Hugo>

8. A study conducted on this group of people revealed that they, on average, are less sensitive to noxious
stimuli and require greater amounts of anesthetic to be sedated. In 2003, a 20-year-old Brit was stabbed in the
back for belonging to this group of people. This population’s signature trait was proven to be caused in large
part by a mutation of the MC1R gene, found on chromosome 16. In September of 2011, sperm bank Cryos
International announced they would no longer be accepting donations from individuals with this
characteristic (*) due to lack of interest from women seeking artificial insemination. Mary Magdalene, Frederick
Barbarossa, Winston Churchill, and David Bowie all belonged to this group of people. A 2010 YouTube upload by
CopperCab features him going in depth and berating South Park for making fun of this characteristic, repeatedly
claiming that the viewer is not God. January 12 is national “Kiss an individual with this trait” day. For 10 points,
name this group of people known for their freckles, pale complexion, and red hair. 
ANSWER: Gingers, [or redheads; accept comparable answers dealing with red hair; reject “Irish”] <Richard>



9. After the death of The Emperor, this character spent time working on the planet Varonat posing as the
hyperdrive mechanic Celina Marness. In her time there, she saves the life of a smuggler from a group of
hostile Krish. This character’s only request upon saving that smuggler was to ask for a job. That smuggler
she rescued was Talon (*) Karrde [“card”]. After the Emperor’s death, she swore to kill Luke Skywalker as revenge
for his part in the Emperor’s death, partly as a result of the Emperor’s command through the Force that she do so,
which left something of a psychic mark. She and Skywalker later ended up semi-accidentally blowing up a clone of
Thrawn while escaping from a room that was filling with water. For 10 points, named this former Emperor’s Hand
and eventual wife of Luke Skywalker.
Answer: Mara Jade Skywalker <Jesse>

10. Daniel Johnson’s analysis of this character highlights the role of their dialogue in gradually revealing the
“backstage of the institution” and the power struggle of identity roles within one. G. Christopher Williams
says of this character that he “cared about [her] only because she was the one directing me. Oh, and then I
really cared about her because she wanted to kill me.” In reference to a betrayal near the end of the story that
this character appears in, Williams cited a metaphor by Sigmund Freud on murdering a parent to get out
from under their wing, and claimed (and then later retracted) that the attachment of a Stephen Merchant
voiced AI to this character was a critique of the presidency of George W. Bush. (*) That character’s name is
Wheatley. IGN named this character the greatest video game villain of all time and claimed that the lack of other
characters in the game she appears in helped to make her especially memorable. For ten points, name this fictional
AI that initially helps Chell make her way through the Aperture Science Computer-Aided Enrichment Center before
revealing her malicious intent.
ANSWER: GLaDOS [accept Genetic Lifeform and Disk Operating System] <Sofia>

11. In a March 2021 Interview, NBA player Rodney Hood confirmed this individual was his childhood
neighbor, and that he had taught her to dance. It’s not Gerard Way, but this individual did record a song
called “Teenagers” for the movie, Jennifer’s Body. This musician sang the lead single for the movie
adaptation of Twilight, with the single appearing on Stephanie Meyers’ website. Partially due to her iconic
dyed hair, (*) this individual launched the hair dye company “Good Dye Young” in 2016 with her makeup artist
Brian O’Connor. In 2010, this individual was featured on the song “Airplanes” by B.o.B. and sang the iconic line,
“Can we pretend that airplanes in the night sky are like shootin' stars?” While performing at Coachella in 2022,
Billie Eilish collaborated with this individual to perform both “Happier than Ever” and this singer’s biggest hit, off
the album “Riot!” For 10 points, name this lead vocalist of pop-punk band Paramore whose hits include but are not
limited to “Misery Business” and “Still into You”
Answer: Hayley Williams <Richard>

12. A 2016 song by this artist was released later that year with an alternate version sung in a more mellow
and sad tone compared to the original upbeat version. In another early song by this artist, she is “anxious and
envious // Of people who live like they'll die tonight.” This person first gained widespread attention in her
home country after coming second in the sixth season of the reality show PBB. Another song by this artist
states that “you’ll understand why then // I’ve got so much love to give” after taking a walk in the title (*)
shoes. A 2021 song by this artist begins with the lyrics “I know I gotta let you go// 6:15, know you gotta hit the
road.” A song by this person is featured in the character introduction animation video for VALORANT’s Neon. That
song taunts that a boy should “Take all that you want from me” and “Try and leave me with nothin’” even though
“That shit don't faze me.” For 10 points, songs like “All That,” “Vibin,” and “Entertain Me” are by what
Filipino-Australian singer?
ANSWER: Ylona Jade Garcia [both underlined parts required] <Hugo>



13. This character remarks how their view of a built-up urban agglomeration reminds them of a garden of
splendid roses before clasping their goblet. This character gifts “a crystal vase, wine, truffles, and a dozen
troubadours” to “enliven [their] court” in an attempt to curry favor with another character. Historical
records revealed that this character in a 2016 work to have been the ancestor of 14 other characters,
including but not limited to Jadwiga, Kristina, and (*) Victoria. This Occitan speaker nonchalantly remarks that
they will “still rule the court of love” even if the player’s lust for power “drives them to destroy [their] rule” after
their defeat. For ten points, what Queen Regent of England for Richard the Lionheart during the Third Crusade can
rule either England or France in Sid Meier’s Civilization 6?
ANSWER: Eleanor of Aquitaine [prompt on Eleanor; do not accept Eleanor Roosevelt (but she is descended from
her)] <Ben>

14. In a 2017 interview, this individual surprised many when he went in-depth about the current books he was
reading, which included Dune, and an unspecified Stephen Hawking work which talked of the double-slit
experiment. A key moment of this individual’s 2019 Lollapalooza set involved a man named Tyler being
invited on stage to get the phrase “Kill the Machine” tattooed on his face while this man continued to
perform. It’s neither of the $uicideboy$, but this musician is known for including themes of nihilism,
occultism, depression, and religion in his music. This individual met YouTuber/Musician Poppy at the 2019
Reading Festival, going on to become engaged to her before their ultimate split. Part of this musician’s
imagery emerges from his many (*) tattoos, the two most notable being that of a ram’s head across his chest, and
reference to The Kybalion. This man appeared in a 2017 Genius Interview with Pouya (“poy-yuh”), who claims that
before they met, he thought him to be “A vegan devil-worshipper drug addict or something”. Following this
comment, the two proceeded to break down the lyrics to their song, “1000 Rounds”. In addition to that, this
musician’s other hits include Fed Up and Mercury: Retrograde. For 10 points, name this Floridian
rap/metal/industrial artist whose name invokes paranormal imagery.
ANSWER: Ghostemane [accept Eric Ghoste, or Eric Whitney; prompt on Ghoste or Ghost until “paranormal
imagery” is mentioned] (Author’s note: he isn’t hot when wearing makeup lol cause he looks like a corpse then)
<Richard>
URL

15. This band was mentored by the lead of rock band Afterhours, leading them to a second place finish on X
Factor. A music video by this band described as a “voyeuristic loop” features repeated viewings of band
members through a peephole as well as a shot of bassist Victoria De Angelis spitting on the lead singer. This
band’s most successful track in the US is a cover of a Four (*) Seasons song with lyrics, “So, any time I bleed,
you let me go/Yeah, any time I feed you, get me? No?” This band, who started their career busking in Rome, rose to
prominence after a performance of the song Zitti E Buoni. For ten points, name this winner of Eurovision 2021,
most famous for the song I Wanna Be Your Slave and Beggin’.
ANSWER: Måneskin <Kaden>

16. A 1979 Judy Chicago installation featuring this person as the final figure in its first wing includes a table
runner depicting a multitude of Hellenistic figures weeping over their death. 2016 saw the release of a Firaxis
turn based strategy game where a fictionalized version of this person allows the player to instantly build a
library and gives all libraries +1 science per turn. A traveler seeking a Nestorian king rumored to rule a
secret Christian kingdom falls in love with a member of a (*) Gnostic community of women all named for this
philosopher in a 2000 novel by Umberto Eco. A commentary written by this mathematician on Apollonius of Perga's
work on conic sections led to widespread academic consensus that she was among the leading mathematicians of her
day, though the invention of the astrolabe is often erroneously attributed to her. For ten points, name this
neoplatonist philosopher, mathematician and astronomer who was tragically murdered in Alexandria by a mob of
Christians despite being widely beloved by pagans and Christians alike.
ANSWER: Hypatia <Ben>
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17. In the second Autumn 2021 ESEA Cash Cup: Europe, a 1-versus-3 ace by this person helped secure a win
for xdddd [“X-D-D-D-D”] over 00Nation [“Double-oh nation”]. This person was a stand-in on Team Spirit
Academy for over two months at the beginning of 2022, during which he would ace MOUZ NXT with four
“Deagle” headshots. After that, this player would have a four-month contract with INDE IRAE before the
organization disbanded in August 2022. In a match on Overpass against Na’vi [“NAH-VEE”] at IEM
Katowice [“KA-tow-EE-chuh”] 2023, this person pushed through a smoke to find three kills in a 2-versus-4
post-plant, winning the round. This person was the highest rated on his team at 1.06 during the IEM Road to
Rio RMR, during which he helped eliminate Astralis. Despite his rating, this player was benched from
Aurora’s first roster after just three months. During his first three matches of the BLAST.tv Paris Major
RMR, this player averaged second highest on his team, at 1.05, behind (*) FL1T, but was benched mid-event
because “young players do not immediately adapt to the pressure of LAN events.” This player replaced n0rb3r7
[“NOR-bert”] in January 2023 on Virtus.pro. For 10 points, name this Russian-German rifler who had a brief tenure
with Virtus.pro, being dropped from the team after just four months despite a strong performance.
ANSWER: Aleksandr "KaiR0N-" Anashkin <Hugo>

18. Note to moderator: Two answers required, but they are often referred to together with one phrase. After these
figures recruited leafcutter ants to retrieve petals from the gardens of the “Place of Fright”, the owners of the
gardens punished the nightjars responsible for guarding the garden, resulting in their beaks’ distinctive gape.
After being burned in an oven by those same owners, these two figures are reincarnated as catfish before
eventually resuming their human forms. After one of these figures sacrifices and resurrects the other, One (*)
Death and Seven Death demand the same be done to them, resulting in their deaths. These two heroes had
previously defeated the two Deaths in a game of Pitz, which was played using solid rubber balls. For ten points, the
Popol Vuh follows what two “hero twins” who avenge their father by defeating the Lords of Xibalba, eventually
becoming the sun and moon?
ANSWER: Hunahpu and Xbalanque [accept Hero Twins before it is read] <Ben>

19. One TikTok claims that inside you there are two wolves and both are this character. At a party in Japan,
this character boasts about how women respect someone that has nothing to hide. Although often depicted
with an ego, this character shows a soft side after witnessing an explosion due to (*) Allinol. This character is
also the only racer to be safe from the wrath of Miles Axlerod. For 10 points, name this Formula 1 car that shares a
name with a Dutch/Swiss pioneer of fluid dynamics.
ANSWER: Francesco Bernoulli [prompt on “Bernoulli”] <Gavin>

20. This character’s full name is never directly revealed in the games in which they appear, but a basketball in
their room implies their first name is “Natural”. The final battle theme of this character features a
grandfather clock tick, as they initially had the ability to see through time. This character is the only main
game antagonist to succeed in capturing a legendary without criminal means, and in each battle, he uses a
new team composed of nearby encounters. Junichi Masuda suggested he was born of a (*) Pokemon, and that
being raised among abused Pokemon generated his primary ideal of freeing them from the control of humans. In a
famous scene, this character reveals that he is the leader of Team Plasma to the player while on a Ferris wheel ride.
For ten points, what trainer with the ability to understand Pokemon is the primary antagonist of Black and White?
ANSWER: N [accept Natural Harmonia Gropius before “Natural” is read, I guess] <Lucas>



21. While transporting cargo for a syn-meat farmer, this character found the smell of the farm so repulsive
she ended up vomiting on the owner’s shoes. This character wields a customized Techtronika Grad sniper
rifle with a silencer on it that is called Overwatch, and which the player is able to obtain after completing a
quest. The player is first introduced to this character in the Afterlife (*) bar after her vehicle is stolen by a
person she was working with. Completion of this character’s questline unlocks the path to one of the game’s
endings, “The Star.” The end of her questline involves the theft of a Basilisk Hovertank from a Militech convoy,
which then very quickly finds use in blowing up a group of attacking Raffen Shiv. In “The Star” ending of the game
she is from, she becomes the leader of her Nomad clan after the prior leader’s death. For 10 points, name this
Aldecado Nomad from Cyberpunk 2077.
ANSWER: Panam Palmer <Jesse>

22. This character is accused of having lied about everything in her autobiography, with the accuser telling
her she was pretty sure it was written by the marketing guys. This character does later reveal that at least one
event from the autobiography was true and that her arm never quite healed right after it. While her primary
love interest is a woman named Elena (*) and her company’s marketing department attempts to portray her as a
lesbian, she is bisexual and during one instance of falling off the wagon has a fling with a man she was delivering an
illicit substance to. That substance is Temp V. Another alcoholic relapse of this character comes is the aftermath of
the crash of Flight 37 after being forced to abandon the plane due to her teammate’s reckless action destroying the
controls. In the season 2 finale of her show, this character assists in pummeling the weather-controlling Nazi
Stormfront, starting the encounter with a punch to the face. For 10 points, name this redheaded member of The
Seven from the Amazon Prime series The Boys.
ANSWER: Queen Maeve <Jesse>

23. In one film, a character played by this actress shoots protagonist Joe with a shotgun loaded with rock salt.
That character is played by Joseph Gordon-Levitt. This actress was almost cast as Black Widow (*) for the
Marvel Cinematic Universe, but dropped out due to contractual obligations, instead playing a role in a poorly
received Jack Black film. In another film, this actress’s brother makes a cameo in which he gets shoved to the
ground attempting to call her character an unflattering nickname. Later in that film she at some point lies to the
protagonist that her middle name is Peyton. She also ends up shooting that protagonist, William Cage, in the head.
Repeatedly. For ten points, name this actress of films such as Looper, Gulliver’s Travels, Edge of Tomorrow, and A
Quiet Place.
ANSWER: Emily Blunt <Jesse>

24. A priestess named Druselka led several thousand refugees back to their homeland in defiance of this
leader’s Abulu Edict, whereupon they were captured by slavers and scattered. An apocryphal tale details how
an attempt by this leader to settle an abandoned city constructed entirely out of oily black stone ended in
disaster when the population disappeared overnight, seemingly without trace. The defeat of this military
commander’s contemporary Garin the Great and the destruction of Chroyane prompted this leader to lead
one of the largest human migrations in recorded history aboard, according to legend, ten thousand (*) ships.
Historical records indicate that this ruler defeated no fewer than six rival kings during a military campaign named
for her, ensuring that House Nymeros Martell would be the undisputed rulers of Dorne. For ten points, name this
princess of the Rhoynar who, over a thousand years after leading her people in an escape from genocide, serves as a
heroine and inspiration for Arianne Martell and Arya Stark.
ANSWER: Princess Nymeria <Ben>



25. This group in one song featuring Brooke Williams states why you gotta be/like you got the right/to look
her up and down? In another song on the same album this group has a song titled Dirty Dog. Before founding
the group one member was in the bands BAN and Walden Jazz Band. Rick Rubin stated that if this group
were being assholes at least they were funny about it. In another song from this group the lyrics “I’ve got pegs
through my hands and one through my feet” are said right after lines alluding to eating eggs and not getting a
certain kind of degree in college. In another song with the word disco in the title one member (*) raps “When
I’m in Holland I eat the Pannenkoeken” followed by an invitation to kiss his ass. In one of this group’s more popular
songs one member raps “I can’t Stand it, I know You planned it/I’m gonna set it straight this watergate.” In another
song off of an album showing the members in a sardine tin, one member raps, “I’ll stir fry you in my wok/ Your
knees'll start shakin' and your fingers pop/ Like a pinch on the neck of Mr. Spock.” For ten points name this totally
hot rap group that rap about a Brass Funky Monkey.
ANSWER: The Beastie Boys <Connor>

26. In one film, a character played by this actress kills the protagonist’s friend Marcus after he manages to
kill several multiple guards despite having been tortured. This actress was cast in the role of Wonder Woman
in an unaired 2011 TV pilot that was not picked up due to the poor quality of the pilot. In another superhero
TV show, this actress’s character is introduced as Hydra’s (*) head of security, although she is actually a deep
cover agent for S.H.I.E.L.D., an operation that ends later that episode. She was also in a prior relationship with
Lance Hunter that ended in divorce. This actress exited that show, Marvel’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D, after being cast in
a spin-off series that was also not picked up to air. In the film John Wick, this actress’s character is killed by being
shot in the head by four different guns at the same time for violating the rules of the Continental Hotel by attempting
to conduct business on its grounds. For ten points, name this actress whose past roles include Bobbi Morse in Agents
of S.H.I.E.L.D and Perkins in John Wick.
ANSWER: Adrianne Palicki (Author’s note: Consider yourself lucky I decided to leave S.H.I.E.L.D. an acronym
and not make you say the whole name.) <Jesse>

27. An introductory summary of a 2016 work includes a scene where this character’s father in law remarks
that none of his children share his name while adjusting his suspenders. In that work, this character is
accosted by four teenagers while asleep, resulting in this character’s partner threatening to burn one of the
teenager’s graphic novels in retribution. A 2017 graphic novel depicting this character and that same partner
begins with this character announcing “This is the happiest day of my life” after his partner announces she is
(*) pregnant. A horrified expression precedes this character frantically exclaiming “Please tell me I heard wrong” in
response to her saying she does not wish to keep the baby. whenever i’m with you [sic] and I Will Survive star, for ten
points, what smooth talking hustler turned cop/pig first featured in Disney’s Zootopia?
ANSWER: Nick Wilde [accept either or both] <Ben>

28. This character refers to her goddaughter as “little bird”, which is notably a term of endearment from
mothers to children in the Middle East. In battle she wields the “Daybreaker” and “Scimitar of the Seven”
and is the only character who can perform parries in Hyrule Warriors: Age of Calamity other than Link. In
that same game, she (*) electrocutes Master Kohga after he disguises himself as her to steal an heirloom known as
the Thunder helm. 100 years before breath of the wild, this champion was killed in combat by the same boss that
caused the most difficulty for the writer of this question. For 10 points, name this chiseled Gerudo Tempest and
mother figure to Zelda who pilots the divine beast Vah Naboris.
ANSWER: Chief Urbosa of the Gerudo <Ali>



29. This woman spent time with people in mental institutions to prepare for the role of an autistic heroine who
falls in love with Murphy Johnson. This actress portrayed a character who owns the Huntley Country club in
a 2017 film set in Emerald Bay, and initially studied to become an aeronautical engineer before winning the
Miss World pageant. In 2012, this actress’ skirt caught fire while filming a sequence for an elaborate Ganpati
festival song in the film (*) Agneepath, which she starred in alongside Hrithik Roshan and Sanjay Dutt. She
garnered national attention for starring opposite Sharukh Khan in Don and Don 2, which are among the few
bollywood films the writer of this question has ever enjoyed. For 10 points, name this Indian star of Citadel who,
astonishingly, is 10 years older than her husband Nick Jonas.
ANSWER: Priyanka Chopra Jonas <Ali>

30. Note to players: Two answers required, or not. After one of these people was diagnosed with lymphoma, the
other helped design a Hawaiian-style grave, as both of them lived on Maui at the time. While residing on the
small island of Illiec, France, these two people adopted isolationist views, causing many to label them as Nazi
sympathizers, which was supported by their competition in the Literature Event at the 1936 Olympics. One of
these people wrote the 41-page pamphlet The Wave of the Future which argued that fascism was inevitable, in
order to support the other’s lobbying of a U.S.-German peace treaty. This couple both won the Hubbard
Medal for their exploration of polar (*) air routes and became the first to fly from South America to Africa.
Richard Hauptmann was executed after being convicted of kidnapping and murdering the son of these two people,
an act which is often called “the Crime of the Century”. For ten points, the writer of Gift from the Sea and the first
person to fly solo over the Atlantic formed what aviator couple?
ANSWER: Charles Lindbergh and Anne Morrow Lindbergh [accept the Lindberghs] <Lucas>
Anne Picture
Charles Picture

31. A terrible version of this song confusingly has the villain sing the song's most genuine line, preventing a
threesome on stage after significantly changing the intended setting. In one staging of this song, a character
in all black is interrupted from reading The Catcher in the (*) Rye before making heavy use of bisexual lighting.
Genius explains a line containing this song’s title as “She was telling him to sex her,” which is followed by the duet
singing “Whoa, whoa! Hey, hey! Wait, wait!.” This song’s title character gives confusing instructions, such as saying
“slap me, pull my hair”, before slapping her partner, and telling him to “get on all fours” before immediately pulling
him up to kiss her. For ten points, name this song in which a drunk and horny Veronica Sawyer breaks into JD’s
house to lose her virginity.
ANSWER: Dead Girl Walking <Kaden>

32. In an interview with NME, this artist expressed frustration that people said “I’ve never heard anything
like [her music] before, it’s not in a genre” until her picture came out, after which she was labeled an R&B
singer. This artist learned how to swordfight for a video in which she duels a guy in the corner of a Chinese
restaurant. In another video, this artist is chased downwards by a mysterious flying entity with many layers
of masks before crashing down onto the sand, a sequence that may have inspired the climax of the Lil Nas X
video “MONTERO”. The outro of this artist’s most famous song references racist abuse from fans when she
was in a relationship with (*) Robert Pattinson, and she was also the last person to date Matty Healy before Taylor
Swift. In this artist’s most recent album art, she pulls down her lip with a blue nail to reveal the word “GOAT” on
her teeth. That album features collaborators like Shygirl and Sega Bodega, as well as a notable Weeknd feature in
her single “Tears in the Club”. For ten points, name this alternative singer behind the albums MAGDALENE and
CAPRISONGS.
ANSWER: FKA twigs [accept Tahliah Barnett] <Kevin>

https://www.princetonmagazine.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/Anne-Morrow-Lindbergh-at-Long-Barn-England..jpg
https://www.historytoday.com/sites/default/files/lindbergh_0.jpg


33. The player’s introduction to this character involves her almost bashing the protagonist’s head with a book
titled The Principles of Quantum Mechanics. She later hits the protagonist in the head with a wrench and
abandons him in an airship after she learns he was lying about taking her to Paris. In this game’s DLC (*),
her melee attacks cannot kill enemies, only knock them out if they are unaware and hit in the back. This DLC also
sees her almost end up on the wrong end of a trans-orbital lobotomy as Atlas attempts to acquire the location of the
“ace in the hole.” That DLC is Burial at Sea. In the climax of the base game, this character realizes that the letters of
the word “cage” on a letter from her future self are actually musical notes, allowing her to control the automaton
Songbird. For 10 points, name this tear opening heroine of Bioshock: Infinite.
ANSWER: Elizabeth [accept Comstock or Booker’s daughter] (specifically, Elizabeth in Burial at Sea) <Jesse>

34. Description acceptable. A character of this type concedes that he had no desire to fight a war and that he
was not caught, but instead gave himself up for peace. A Mapudungun-speaking character of this type
proclaims himself the Swift Hawk and asks if the player will receive him with the same respect his people give
him. Declaring war on one of these characters prompts him to denounce the player as a villain as despicable
as Count (*) Telramund and Fafnir; a friendlier approach will see that character refer to themselves as the
embodiment of the Swan-Knight of legend. Arguably the most infamous example of this type of character declares
himself the scowling lord of Tenochtitlan, and begs for forgiveness from Huitzilopochtli after his people are
defeated. For ten points, what term commonly used to refer to attractive men with slim to average body types can
also be applied to a variety of characters found in a turn based strategy game published in 2016 by Firaxis?
ANSWER: twinks in Civilization 6 [accept anything that describes select playable historical leaders found in
Civilization 6 as twinks, prompt on any semblance of a partial answer] (The first line clues Poundmaker, a chief of
the Cree arrested for treason by the Canadian government. The second line refers to Lautaro, a leader of the
Mapuche rebellion executed by the Spanish. The third and funniest is Ludwig II, mad king of Bavaria and slaying
builder of Neuschwanstein. The final clue refers to Montezuma, who shows up in a huge feathered hat but no shirt,
revealing his twink bod for everyone to see) <Ben>

35. A 2018 blog remarks that this scientist swapped the ordering of operation four, resulting in a
contemporary recreation producing an incorrect result when calculating the Taylor series expansions of the
tangent and hyperbolic tangent functions, an error described by the author as the world’s “first ever (*) bug”.
Turing et al. (1950) argues that an assertion made by this scientist can be reduced to how a class of objects “can
never take us by surprise” and that they were hampered by the context from which they wrote. An 1842 paper
authored by the 7th prime minister of Italy, Luigi, was later overshadowed in importance by a series of elaborate
“Notes” written by this mathematician expanding on and elaborating on mechanisms described in the paper. The
ultimate “Note” in that series, “Note G”, is often purported to contain the world’s first computer program, an
algorithm for computing Bernoulli numbers written by this mathematician. For ten points, name this student of Mary
Somerville and daughter of Lord Byron; the world’s first computer scientist and deodorant needer.
ANSWER: Ada Lovelace <Ben>



36. Note to players: Description acceptable. In one scene, this character is seen reading “Fun with
Psychoanalysis” while two dancers perform nearby. This character comes to look under the open hood of a
car before closing it while the lyric “I think I'm losing what's left of my mind” is heard. This character took a
bath while fully clothed in the middle of a barren shrubland. After picking up a handset, this character
promptly throws the entire phone into a (*) fishtank. This character shoots wooden targets with a finger gun
before blowing up a pickup truck in a later scene. This character was looking out a window at police moments
before bullets began ripping through the room. The lyrics to one song about this character asks whether she is
“standing close to the edge” and declares that she “blast[s] [her] name // In graffiti on the walls.” For 10 points, what
character is seen hugging Christian on the cover art for 21st Century Breakdown who also titles the fourth song in
the album, titled "¡Viva la [this character]!"?
ANSWER: Gloria [accept the Last of the American Girls as a description; accept the girl in the music videos for
the Green Day album 21st Century Breakdown before the album name is read; accept individual music videos from
21st Century Breakdown, such as "Last of the American Girls", "21 Guns", or "21st Century Breakdown" in
place of the album title; accept Lisa Stelly] <Hugo>

37. This individual has talked of her tattoos’ significance, which she revealed in a brief conversation they
represent the bond she shares with her family. Many have speculated over the origin of this character’s
accent; the leading assumption is being of Russian origin due to her voice actress hailing from Moscow. This
has sparked further debate to the importance of her accent, some believing it to hold a deeper meaning, as she
is the only force user of her order aside from said group’s matriarch to hold one, signifying possible
connection. In regards to the force, this zabrak specializes in neither pure light nor dark (*), but rather uses a
form of force magick to enable abilities such as teleportation and cloaking. It’s not Asajj Ventress, but this member
of Mother Talzin’s clan has worked with dark-side force users such as Taron Malicos to further her agenda. This
Dathomirian forms an alliance with Cal Kestis in 14 BBY, going on to join the crew of The Mantis in hopes of
halting the empire’s advances towards her homeworld. For 10 points, name this Nightsister featured in both of the
Star Wars Jedi franchise installments.
ANSWER: Nightsister Merrin URL <Richard>

38. A 2022 upload to this individual’s YouTube channel features them hitting a “most muscular” pose, in
which they lean forward and curl both arms towards the abdomen while flexing. The video is appropriately
titled, “When mom says we can’t have dunkaroos”. In December of 2022, fellow fitness YouTuber Jesse James
West tricked this individual into signing a contract which included a requirement for the message “What’s up
Jesse, you cutie pie?” to be texted to him each morning by said individual. It’s not Alex Eubank, but this man
does have a tattoo of a tiger on his forearm. (*) This bodybuilder partnered with Raw Nutrition in the fall of 2021
to launch his “Thavage” preworkout line, its name paying homage to his iconic lisp. This IFBB Pro’s signature
mustache and mullet originated due to the fact that he started to wear them as a joke, but eventually grew fond of
their appearance. For 10 points, name this 4-Time Mr. Olympia winner and current king of Classic Physique
Bodybuilding. 
ANSWER: Chris Bumstead [accept Cbum] URL <Richard>

https://static.wikia.nocookie.net/disney/images/5/55/Profile_-_Merrin.png/revision/latest?cb=20230506142904
https://www.trueunderground.one/storage/2022/10/chris-bumstead-1200x1200.jpg


39. In a commercial celebrating the fiftieth birthday of this character, he accidentally destroys his birthday
cake with a shovel while blindfolded. In 2021, the city council of International Falls, Minnesota voted that
their statue of this character cannot be dressed up in seasonal outfits, and must remain shirtless year-round.
Several cringe 2010s ad campaigns of this character were created to appeal to zoomers, including uncanny
CGI depictions that said “Get your [this character] on” and a hashtag about being hugged by this character.
This character was created to replace Bambi, who originally fulfilled this character's purpose on posters
where he said (*) “Please, Mister, don't be careless”. In 2019, a vanity license plate featuring this character was
created and sponsored by the Keep Oregon Green Association. This character appears shirtless in many promotional
posters, where he often wears jeans and a campaign hat and poses with a shovel. For ten points, name this fursona of
the U.S. Forest Service who is often depicted saying, “Only You Can Prevent Wildfires”.
ANSWER: Smokey Bear [accept Smokey the Bear] <Fish>

40. Due to their mother in-law’s flight arriving early, this character ferries her to meet her daughter at work
personally, resulting in her commenting that her chauffeur had “the prettiest eyes”. After meeting with his
own mother at her hotel room door dressed in a bathrobe, this character is comforted by another by stating
that Richard had slept with their mother as well. A confrontation between this character and a doctor turned
bar owner ends with this character repudiating the bar owner’s claim of being a (*) grandfather since this
character no longer considers him his father. Mark Sloan’s death leads this character to take up the mantle of Grey
Sloan Memorial Hospital’s premier plastic surgeon while also serving as chairman of its board due to the hospital’s
purchase by his family’s foundation. For ten points, what grandson of Harper Avery and husband of April Kepner
serves as a main character on Grey’s Anatomy for 10 seasons before departing to take over the renamed Catherine
Fox Foundation?
ANSWER: Jackson Avery [prompt on Avery] <Ben>

41. In a game starring the beautiful Claire Farron, this is the name of an accessory that can be obtained by
obtaining a third Falcon Charm in New Game+. In a prequel to that game, Fang’s full ATB skill possesses this
name and will wipe the target’s stagger gauge. Noctis Lucis Caelum noted that one character with this
surname is constantly surrounded by guys, but ultimately did not know whether or not she was single. That
character is a lance-wielding dragoon who is fought once as a boss but also becomes a guest party member
and has the first name (*) Aranea. Another character with this surname pilots an airship stolen from Shinra Inc.
which, along with his strongest limit break, bears this name. For 10 points, give the last name of Cid from final
fantasy 7.
ANSWER: Highwind (Author’s note: The hot person is intended to be Aranea Highwind.) <Ali>



1. While the author doesn’t normally write for any of these categories, they feel a call to action when they realize
they can theme it around something they wouldn’t otherwise get to. For ten points each, name these arguably hot
people who inspired names or nicknames for species of tamarins.
[10] This man ascended to royalty following the 99 day reign of his father and proclaimed in a 1908 interview with
the Daily Telegraph that “you English are mad mad mad as March hares!” The species of tamarin named for this
man, Saguinus imperator, was named because of the impressive mustache they share.
ANSWER: Kaiser Wilhelm II [accept Kaiser William II; accept Friedrich Wilhelm Viktor Albert; prompt on
Wilhelm; do not accept or prompt on “Wilhelm I”]
[10] This mythological Phrygian is, for obvious reasons, the namesake of the golden-handed tamarin. If you haven’t
figured it out already based on that nickname, I’ll give you a clue via a Taylor Swift lyric because this is a trash
packet and I am me. In “Champagne Problems,” Taylor remembers “your [this person] touch on the Chevy door”
when describing a seemingly perfect ex-lover.
ANSWER: King Midas [accept Saguinus midas]
[10] This composer nicknames the cotton-top tamarin (Saguinus oedipus) in German-speaking areas due to the
resemblance of their hairstyles. Camille Saint-Saëns dedicated his third symphony to this composer of works like
“Totentanz” and "La Campanella.”
ANSWER: Franz Liszt [accept Lisztaffe; accept Liszt Ferenc] <Haylee>

2. If I had a nickel for every time I had a significant amount of envy, gender or otherwise, for a talented female
Asian-American violinist, I’d have a lot more than three nickels, but this was the best way I could concisely write
about the subject. For 10 points each:
[10] A person with this first name was widely regarded as the best violinist in the high school class of 2021 in
Kansas. That person studies biomedical engineering at USC, and is the inspiration for Hugo’s current number one
option for a chosen name.
ANSWER: Andrea (That person is Andrea Shehi)
[10] This Swiss-Japanese violinist appeared in the previous Hot Person Packet. A performance by her playing
Paganini’s 5th Caprice was reviewed by Two Set Violin in 2018.
ANSWER: Sumina Studer
[10] Violinist Dalma Ashby won the 2023 Concerto Competition and performed Saint-Saëns Violin Concerto No. 3
on April 28 during a concert at this university. Ashby is also the concertmaster for the Symphony Orchestra at this
university.
ANSWER: University of Washington – Seattle
[0] Tossup! Psych! This bonus has more than three parts! By the way this is no longer related to hot people, it’s just
Hugo infodumping via quizbowl questions. A violinist with this first name scared Hugo when they played the solo
introduction to Danse Bacchanale really well during a 2020 orchestra concert. A different violinist with this first
name also took private lessons with the same teacher as Hugo won the 2012 KMTA State competition, something
which is still displayed on their teacher’s website. This is also the first name of the New York Philharmonic’s
assistant concertmaster.
ANSWER: Michelle (the people are Michelle Shin, Michelle Ge, and Michelle Kim) <Hugo>



3. For 10 points each, name some smokin’ hot characters:
[10] This character gained superpowers at 16 after being bombarded by cosmic rays during a space flight, making
him the youngest of the group he appears with.
ANSWER: Human Torch [or Jonathan Storm; or Johnny Storm]
[10] This character wears several outfits that literally catch on fire after being dubbed the “Girl on Fire” for her
outrageously high training score of 11.
ANSWER: Katniss Everdeen
[10] This character solves puzzles with a partner to escape in a series of six co-op games, whose most recent
installments are Fairy Tales and Elements.
ANSWER: Fireboy <Fish>

4. Identify some accomplished female combatants who served the Soviet Union in World War Two. For 10 points
each:
[10] This Ukrainian Pe-2 pilot was a deputy squadron commander in the 125th Guards Bomber Aviation Regiment.
She would fly a total of 72 missions, nearly being shot down by German anti-aircraft fire and interceptors over
Kuban in 1943.
ANSWER: Maria Ivanovna Dolina
[10] This person was the only female tanker in the 1st Guards Tank Army. She also served in the Winter War in an
infantry company and allegedly destroyed three Tiger tanks at Kursk as the commander of a T-34 before being killed
in action during the East Pomeranian Offensive.
ANSWER: Aleksandra Grigoryevna Samusenko
[10] This Kazakh sniper served in the 54th Independent Rifle Brigade and was only 18 when she was first deployed
to the front. She had achieved 32 confirmed kills in her first two months and died in January 1944 after suffering a
mortal wound in a hand-to-hand fight with a German officer.
ANSWER: Aliya Nurmuhametqyzy Moldagulova <Hugo>

5. Note to moderator: You can say “What is that melody!” instead of the first sentence. Het Universum zingt voor
mij! The universe! It sings to me! For 10 points each answer these questions about characters that are not sigma in
Overwatch.
[10] The Piano on Paris can be used to make actual songs and this character can play chords with their right click
attack throwing their shurikens outward rather than straightforward.
ANSWER: Genji
[10] Characters with beams are also useful to play single notes on the piano like this muscle mommy of a tank who
could use her thunder thighs to crush my skull like a watermelon any day of the week.
ANSWER: Zarya
[10] Lastly, name this character who will never finish their ult line due to always dying in the process only getting
out the word “Justice” from their rocket barrage.
ANSWER: Pharah <Gavin>

6. I always knew the coffee here tasted like boiled dirt! Yeah that’s right, another Overwatch bonus because I said
so.
[10] If anyone says “Fuck off” or “Fuck you” before reading this, neg them 6 points for the bullets in this cowboy’s
revolver.
ANSWER: Cassidy [do not accept or prompt on “McCree”] (If McCree is answered, ask the person how they feel
about the mistreatment of women within the gaming industry as a purveyor of this ongoing misogyny.)
[10] Cassidy is voice acted by this dungeon master of Critical Role who also has done countless other characters.
ANSWER: Matt Mercer
[10] Monke.
ANSWER: winton [prompt on “Winston” with “think dumber.”] <Gavin>



7. Radiator Springs has some certified baddies. For 10 points each answer some questions about characters from the
original Cars movie.
[10] This is the name of the “Twink who changes tires”.
ANSWER: Guido
[10] This fire truck spends his time often watering flowers in town.
ANSWER: Red
[10] This lowrider decals McQueen in his namesake House of Body Art.
ANSWER: Ramone <Gavin>

8. Red is the most attractive hair color and I will die on this hill. For 10 points each, name these attractive gingers.
[10] This Irish actor has appeared in movies such as Inglorious Basterds and Prometheus, but gained large
prominence in Hollywood for his portrayal of Magneto in X-Men: Days of Future Past.
ANSWER: Michael Fassbender
[10] Like Fassbender, this redhead has also appeared in Marvel Movies, though they have masked that characteristic.
However, this individual is possibly best known for her breakout role as Amy Pond in Doctor Who, along with Ruby
Roundhouse in the Jumanji films.
ANSWER: Karen Gillan
[10] This figure has classically been depicted as the personification of beauty and is mentioned predominantly in the
Iliad and Odyssey. Name this daughter of Zeus and Leda who Euripides’ namesake play is based upon.
ANSWER: Helen of Troy <Richard>


